
Four steps to Net Zero Emission by 2050 - step 3

Step 3.

SWITCH TO CLEANER FUELS

Now we are getting to the pointy end of our net zero emissions roadmap. This next stage is about looking 
at broadening the places where low emissions electricity can be applied.

That means switching every energy-using activity we possibly can to electricity powered by clean energy 
and everything else to low emissions alternatives (such as switching from coal and oil to biofuels).

 
 
 
 
As the Pathways Report indicates, using electricity from sources that produce very low amounts of  
carbon dioxide means that electricity becomes the least emissions intensive energy source.

And if we were to see a widespread shift to electrification across transport, buildings and industry, this 
would lead to a substantial decrease in emissions from these sectors. This would mean that we could  
increase our use of low carbon electricity to 46% in 2050. 
 

BUILDINGS

If we were to switch from natural gas to low carbon electricity we could eliminate nearly all emissions 
from buildings by 2050. This requires moving from gas to electricity for all heating, hot water and cooking 
equipment.

INDUSTRY

In industry, we need a significant shift from coal and oil use towards electricity, bioenergy and gas. This 
would see a (approximately) 60% reduction in energy emissions.

We would also see electricity use tripling; this would be driven most significantly by a shift in mining from 
trucks to electricity-based technologies such as conveyors for materials handling.
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Projections in the Pathways Report and work done by ClimateWorks Australia and Australian National 
University, together with CSIRO and the Centre of Policy Studies at Victoria University provide four simple 
steps that help us achieve zero net emissions by 2050.

Net zero emissions - this means that the emissions we release into the atmosphere are no 
greater than the emissions we remove.

Biofuels are fuels produced from renewable plant and animal materials.
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Bioenergy could be used for about half of the remaining mining oil use, increasing bioenergy  
consumption nine-fold when compared to 2012 levels.

15% of the remaining direct fuel use could be shifted to biomass/biogas in manufacturing.

TRANSPORT

Cars and light commercial vehicles could shift from internal combustion engines to electric and hybrid 
drive-trains, and to a lesser extent hydrogen fuel cells. Hydrogen is created through electrolysis so can be 
considered another form of electrification, therefore providing an attractive opportunity for the use and 
storage of any surplus renewable electricity generation.

Natural gas can be used in place of oil extensively for road freight, lowering oil use in the sector by 
85% between 2012 and 2050. As a result, CO2 emissions may be reduced by two thirds, while vehicle  
kilometers travelled can nearly double.

Approximately 15% of air travel could be replaced by electric fast rail between the large east coast cities 
in Australia. In addition, biofuels could replace 50% of oil use in aviation, as it’s the only fuel switch option 
currently available for this sector.

The marine and rail sectors need only make a relatively modest switch to gas and biofuels.

In the future, alternative opportunities could include the use of hydrogen to power large trucks, or  
increased use of biofuels if additional feedstocks are available.
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